Translation:
Exhibition Wall
“And then there was a red-haired woman on (1) an orange wall. Or was it the opposite?
An orange wall on a red-haired woman? It wasn’t clear who was what and where but the
colour, yes, that was a certainty” this could have been perfectly written by the pompous
Rosalind Krauss, defining the audacity of what she would later define as Red-Barros, like
a Blue-Klein and a Gold-Klimt. For lack of high-art historians, we are here, professional
aesthetic viewers, invited to go and see Wall by Rita Barros and answer the question:
who is what and where! After the adventures at the Chelsea Hotel, through the room
where 2001: Space Odyssey was written, or through the chromatic craziness of Presence
of Absence, the photographer lands in Casa da Cerca and challenges us to see what she
saw, will we be able to? Mami
(1) A Photograph Lost In Translation In the series of photographs comprising Rita Barros book, Wall, a woman
dressed in black is performing a sequence of interactions with a red wall. I did not say against the wall because the
wall is somehow incorporated in her movement. The subtle ambiguity in this description of the photo is actually
integral to what the photos are about. Rita Barros is Portuguese and the description of these activities in Portuguese
contains an ambiguity that is not expressible in English. Numa parede is not contra a parede - “against the wall” as we
would say in English. Numa parede contains the sense of “in the wall” as well as “against” the wall – the only way I
can think to express this image - more with the wall than on the wall. So, we have a photograph whose meaning is
actually lost in translation because Barros was photographing in Portuguese. Rene Ricard

